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Introduction

The generalized dass numbers H(r,lV) were inveted by H. Cohen [1].
They coinside with the usual dass nlllnbers of the binary positive defined
quadratic [orms when r = 1. Since they are Fourier coefficients of the Eisen
stein series of half integral weight r + 1./2,

'Hr +I!2(T) = L H(r, N)qN
N?O

q = exp(27fiT),

one can prove their nice properties. In particular, generalizations of the
Kronecker - Hurwitz dass number relation

L H(l, 4N - S2) + L min(..\, A') = O"l(n)
"EZ N.>.)..'

>.,>">0

N> 0

are investigated in [1]. These generalizations are based on the explicite con
struction of spaces of modular forms of weight r+ 1. The relations obtained in
[1] involve the numbers H(r, N) for r ::; 5. The basis probleJn becomes lllore
cOlnplicated when the weight increases. It yields that one can not hope to
obtain nice relations of this type when r is considerably large. In the present
note we get p-adic information about the nUlnbers H(r, N) for arbitrary r.

Throughout the paper we fix an odd regular prime p.

For positive integers 7n,n we introduce the finite sets of non-negative
integers:

S(m, n) = {4mpn - S2 ;::: Dis E Z}

S*(n~,n) = {4 mpn - S2 ~ Dis E Z,p Js}

Theorem 1 Lei. r ,m be positive integers such thai m is nol aperfeet square
and is not divisible by p. Denote by X-N the quadratic character associated
with Q(J-N).

a. Suppose that
r _ 3,5, 7,9, 13 mael p - 1

Then the double series

:F(l) = L 1: (1 - X_N(p)p,·-t )11(r, N)N(p-l)l
n?O NES·(m,n)
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converges p-adically for every non-negative integer l.
fts value at l = 0 is

F(O) = 2u
r
(m) 1 - p2r-l ((1 - 2r)

1 - pr (( -1')

b. Suppose that p = (-1 t+1 mod 4 and

p-l
r +-2- == 3,5,7,9,13 lTIod p - 1

Then the double series

Q(l) = L· L: H(r, pN)N(p-l)/

n~l NES·(m.n)

conve1'f}es p-adically for every non-negative integer l.
Its value at l = 0 is

ff p~S,5,7 then one can omit the conditions (1) and (2).

Remark

(2)

The condition that rn is not a perfect square is technical. The case when
1n is a square, and in particular m = 1 brings nothing essential new but
slight modifications of the formulae.

The proof of the Theorem 1 is based on the methods and results of [1]
and [3].

The contents of the paper are as follows. ln Chapter 1 we rccall (slightly
modified) propositions from [1] and [3]. rT'hese propositions will be used in the
proof of Theorem 2. This theorem asserts S0l11C p-adic properties of Fourier
coefficients of modular forms of half integral weight. p-adic analytic func
tions associated with a modular form of half integral weight are constructed
in Corollary 1. Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 are formulated anel proven in
Chapter 2. These constructions lnight be of independent interest. The proof
of Theorem 1 concludes Chapter 2.
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Notations

Let X denote the group of continious p-adic characters of Zp *. For t E Zp,
u E Z/(p - 1)Z we let (t, u) E X be the character which sends z E Zp to
< Z >t w(z)tL, where w is the Teichmüller character anel < z >= z/w(z) E
1 + pZp. All elements of X are of the form (t, u). For a residue r Illodulo
p - 1 we write (t, u) =r mod p - 1 iff u == r mod p - 1.

For a formal power series

b(n) E Qp (3)

we define vp(g) be the nlinimum p-adic ordinal of its Fourier coefficients b(n).
'vVe call the series (3) a p-adic ITIodular fonTI of integral (half integral)

weight if there exists a sequence of modular fonDS of even weights k i on
SL(2, Z) (of half integral weights ri + 1/2 on ro(4) ) with rational Fourier
coefficients such that limi-too fi = 9 i.e. Vp(fi - g) tcnds to illfinity. It is
known [3], [2] that in this case the sequence ki (ri) convcrges in X.

The symbol lim will denote p-adic lin1it.
We denote by (* the Kubota - Leoplodt p-adic (-function. The group X

is its area of definition.

Chapter 1.

For non-negative integers I, T, s, N put

(r)( )_ '"' (_)11 (2/)1 (r+2/-p-l)! 21-21l NIl
P21 s, N - L..J 1 '( 1 )' ( > 1 )' s .l> >0 p. 2 - 2p . 7 + - 1 ._11_

Proposition 1 Let cP = LN>O c(l\')qN be a 7nod1.llar form of half integral
weight r + 1/2 2:: 5/2 on congruence SUbg1'oup ro(4).

Let D be an positive integer such that D == (_1)r-l ITIOel 4; [cl [ be a
positive integer.

Then
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is a modular fonn of weight 2l + l' + 1 on cong'1'1lcnce s1lbg7'oup ro( D) with
character X(-1)r-lD' Jt is a cusp form if l > O.

This Proposition essentially coinside with Theorenl 6.2 from [1]. We

change the normalization of the Gegenbauer polinomial pi;) and consider
arbitrary ITIodular form of half integral weight 4> instead of thc Cohen series
H. The argument atays the same as in [1] up to thc described modifications.

Proposition 2 Let f = Ln>o a(n )qn be a p-adic 1nodular form 01 even
weight k #- O. Let 1/1. be a positive integc'l' not divisible by p. Suppose that

Then

k == 4,6,8,10,14 lTIod p - 1. (4)

2a(0)O"k-l (m) = (* (1 - k) li1/1.n-tooa(mpn)

11 p = 3,5,7 thcn onc can omit the condition (4).

Proof.
Acting as in [3], proof of Theorem 4, p.209-210, one gets a p-adic lllodular

fornl flkT( 7n) of the same weight k:

flkT(m) = L qn L dk- 1a(1nn/d2).
n~O dl(m,n)

Application of Theorem 7 of [3] (see a.lso ReTnark, p. 216) cOTTIpletes the
proof.

Chapter 2.

Theorem 2 Let J = Ln>o be a p-adic rnodular for-rn 0/ half integral weight
r +1/2. Let l,rn bc positi-;;e integers, m. 7'S not divisible by p.

a. Suppose that

r +2l _ 3,5,7,9,13 fiod ]J - 1.

Then for 21 + l' + 1 #- 0 in X, one has

(5)

la.

2a.

lim L c(N)l\r1 = 0
n-too

NES·(m,n)

tim L c(N) = 20",·(m)c(0)
n-too NES(m,n) (*( -1')
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b. Suppose that

p-l
r + 2l + -2- - 3,5,7,9,13 mod p-1.

Then for p = (_IY+l mod 4, one has

(6)

Ib

2b.

lim " c(pN)N1 = 0
n-too L

NES·(m,n)

lim E c(N) - 2 O"r(1n)c(O)
n--too NES(m,n) - C·( -1', -1' - (p - 1)/2)

1/ p = 3,5,7 then one can omit the conditions (5), (6).

Corollary 1 Let f = LN>O c(N)qN be a p-adic 1nodular fonn of weight
r + 1/2. Let nl, be an integer not divisible by p. Denote by l the element
(s, lo) of X, where 10 is a fixed residue 1nodulo p-l and s is a p-adic integer,

a. Let r be odd and 2l + r + 1 =I O. Suppose that

Then the series

r + 2lo - 3,5, 7, 9,13 Inod p - 1.

<I>f,m,lo(S)=E E c(N)N I

n~O NES·(m,n)

(7)

converge p-adiea/ly fOT eve',.y s E Zp and the funetioTl <I> f,m,lo (s) is analytie in
variable s,

b. Suppose that p = (-1 Y+1 mod 4 and

p-l
l' + 2lo + -2- - 3,5,7,9,]3 mod p -.I.

Then the senes

\l1 f,m,lo (s) = E E c(pN) NI
n~O NES·(m,n)

(8)

converge p-adically fOT every s E Zp and the funct.ioTl \l1 f,m,lo (s) is analytic
in variable s.

1f p = 3,5, 7 then one ean omit the conditions (7) and (8).
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Proof of the Corollary 1
Let us assullle that part a of Theorenl 2 is valid anel prove part a of the

Corollary. Part b is silnilar.
It follows from la of Theorem 2 that the series in question converges for

s E Zp. The finite SUITI Lo~n~tlQ LNES*(m,n) c(N)N1 is an analytic function.
Tt follows that the function <I> ],m,lo is thc limit of the sequence of analytic
functions. The application of [3], Lenlma 12 cOITIpletes the proof.

Proof of the Theorem 2
Consider the sequence fi = Ln>O ci(n)qn of Inodular forills of half integral

wcights Ti + 1/2 which defines the-p-adic ITIodular form f.
Since limi-too Ci( N) = c( N) unifonnly in 1'/, it is enough to prove the

assertion of thc Theorem for the forms fi.
a. Applying to these fonns Proposition 1 with D = 1 we obtain the

modular forms

Fi,l = L qN L pi;d(s, N)Ci(4N - S2)
N~O ßEZ

of weights 2l + 1'i + 1 on SL2 (Z). The constant ternl of the q expansion of
Fi,l is equal to Ci(O) if 1= 0 and vanishes if 1> O. Let us denote this number
by ai,l and apply Proposition 2 to Inodular fonns Pi,l:

2ai,10"2l+r;(1n) = (*(-21- ri)Jb~L pi;i)(5,4mpn)Ci(41npn - 52). (9)
.,EZ

Since p is regular, (*( -21- ri) =j:. O. Computation of the limit in thc right
hand side of (9) yields:

() *( )' (ri + 21 - I)!" ( n 2) 2l ( )2ai,10"21+r; 1n = ( -21 - ri hm ( 1 )1 L; Ci 41np - s s. 10
n---+oo r" + - 1

I • sEZ

It follows that the assertion 2a of thc Theorenl holds [or half the integral
weight form Ii.

When 1> 0 (10) yields

o= lim "Ci(41npn - S2)S21
n-too L;

sEZ

= lim ( L Ci(N)N1 + p2l L Ci(p2 1V )N1
) • (11)

n-too
NES*(m,n) NES*(m,n-2)
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Consider a sequence of rational integers Ij -7 00 such that Iimj-too Ij = 1
in X. To be Inore specific one can pick Ij = 1+ T~(P - 1), j = 1,2,3, ....
Since (11) holds for 1 = Ij for arbitrary j, thc denominators of thc Fourier
coefficients e;(N) of lnodular forms Ii are bounded, anel Ns is p-adically
continious function on 8 when N is not divisible by p, the assertion la of
Theorem 2 for f = fi folIows.

b. Applying to thc modular forms fi Proposition 1 with D = p we obtain
modular forms

of weights 21 +ri +1 on congruence subgroup ro(p) with character X(-lYitlp'

It follows from [3], Theoreln 12 that Fi,l is a ]J-adic modular form of weight

(l +ri + 1,1 +ri + E.:}!) EX. The rest of the proof is cssentially the same
as of part a.

Proof of Theorem 1
It is known ([2], l'heorcm 4) that for any sequence of positive integers

ri -7 00 converging to rEX, the sequence of Eisenstein sries H ri +1/ 2 COI1

verges p-adically to a limit H;+1/2 = LN~O If* (r, N)qN. Moreover, the p

adic Eisenstein series 1l;+1/2 is invariant nndel' U; operator. In other words,
H*(r, p2 N) = H*(r, N). It follows that

EIn L: H*(1', N) =
n-too

NES(m,n)

Ji~ ( L H*(1', N) + L H*(r, p2N) + ...) = <f>1l;tl/1,m,o(O).
NES·(m,n) NES·(m,n-2)

In the case under consideration TheorelTI 2, a yields that

(*(1 - 21')
<l>'1H m 0(0) = 2l7r (m) .

1"l.rtl/2' , (*( -1') (12)

It means that we succeeded to calculate the value at s 0 of the p-adic
analytic function on Zp <I>lI.;tl/2,m,o(S). Let l' = (8,0) E X for a positive

integer s. Using the identities ([2], Remark 3, p. 207)

lI*(r, O) = ((1-28)(1- p2s-1),
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H*(r, N) = (1 - X(_l)rN(p)pS-l )/f(s, N)

and taking in account (12) we derive the assertion of Theorem 1 froin Corol
lary 1, a.
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